10 Reasons
WhyYou Should Use BAO-MED® Oil On Your Skin & Hair
Here’s how you can use BAO-MED® oil to improve your skin, hair
and more!
Bao-med® oil nourishes & helps heal damaged skin
Whether your skin is showing signs of aging, has been damaged by the
sun or the use of harsh skin products, BAO-MED® oil can help, thanks to
its many nourishing ingredients that have the ability to heal the skin
from deep within, it’s great for all skin types and will leave your skin
perfectly smooth.
Rescue dry, dull hair
If your hair is dry and dull you can use BAO-MED® oil to revive it with
this amazing hot oil treatment. Once the oil is hot, part your hair and
then gently massage the oil into your scalp, working it down through the
ends of your hair. Wrap a wet, hot towel around your head and leave it
on until the towel has cooled. Wash and condition as normal. Apply it to
the length of your hair to seal in moisture.Add a few drops of BAOMED® oil to your usual conditioner to boost its effects and hydrate your
hair.
Soothe an irritated, inflamed scalp
If your scalp is inflamed and irritated, you can apply BAO-MED® all over
your scalp and leave it on for about 30 minutes.
A natural cleanser
Cleansing with BAO-MED® oil is an excellent method for getting clearer
skin. Because oil dissolves oil, cleaning with a nutrient-rich oil like
BAO-MED® won’t leave your skin greasy. Gently massage it onto your
face and neck and then rinse with water.
A daily moisturizer
BAO-MED® doesn’t leave the skin with a greasy residue, it absorbs well
and has a silky, smooth texture, it’s great to use as your regular
moisturizer too. It’s ideal to use all over the body. It will sink deep within
your skin to nourish the skin cells and promote gorgeous, healthy skin.

Eliminates under-eye bags
BAO-MED® oil can also be used to eliminate those unsightly under-eye
bags that can be caused by late nights, stress and genetics. It also helps
moisturize around the eyes to combat dryness. Use it twice daily as the last
step in your usual facial skincare routine.
Helps Boosts collagen production
BAO-MED® oil is full of vitamin C, it’s especially good for fighting signs of
aging as it helps to stimulate collagen production in the skin while also
promoting the restoration of mature skin. Apply 3 to 4 drops of
BAO-MED® onto your skin just before bedtime for the best results.
Helps treat inflammatory skin and scalp conditions like eczema & psoriasis
BAO-MED® strong anti-inflammatory properties, it can help treat
inflammatory skin conditions like eczema, psoriasis, and rosacea. It will
help hydrate dry areas, reduce redness and help eliminate the intense itch
that can occur with eczema. Apply BAO-MED® onto affected areas as soon
as you notice the condition start to flare up and whenever it starts to feel
dry and itchy.
Helps to prevent stretch marks & reduce their appearance
BAO-MED® oil has the ability to stimulate collagen and preserve skin
elasticity, along with its high level of vitamins, it can not only help prevent
stretch marks but it can help reduce their appearance. Use it liberally on
the abdomen and breasts when pregnant as well as on any area that stretch
marks have already begun to appear.

Soothes chapped lips
BAO-MED® is very effective for moisturizing and soothing chapped lips.
Rub a small amount gently onto your lips until the problem is gone – usually
within a day or two.

